
LINGUISTIC ELEMENTS IN BIRD VOCALIZATION

David G. Nichols

The purpose of the following paragraphs is to call attention to
the presence in bird vocalization of certain phenomena known to occur
in human language. The phrase bird vocalization is.used inorder to
avoid the expression bird langua whc wulduggest an. unwarran-
ted equation of bird 'ndhuman oications systems. Just..wherein
li6s the difference between those to system is an iterestig prob-
lem which it is not the intention of these notes to solve. There.
appears to be a slight (but very critical) difference which we cannot
define adequately at present.

Bird noise can be classified in several ways. The two principal
bases of classification are formal pattern and function. A sort of
compromise combination of these results in a division of bird vocal-
ization into two major categories: call notes and song* This dis-
tinotion is very often arbitrary. PraOtigI17 all birds have at least
one simple. single syllable call note. Most birds have a small re-
pertoire of different call notes which are uttered under different
circumstances (changing with both internal condition and external en-
vironment) but characteristically associated with flock control.
Many birds have, in addition to a repertoire of call notes. a song
consisting of a highly complicated pattern of notes.running up and
down several scales, varying in many audible qualities including rhythm,
pitch and timbre# and characteristically associated with mating and
territory defence. A smaller but still considerable number of birds
have not only call notes and a song but many different songs. In
short, the profusion of sounds produced in the bird wrorld is impros-
s ive.

The relationships of these sounds to the life of the birds have
been exhaustively investigated in only a very few cases, mostly in
connection with mating. Songs and call notes affect many other aspects
of' bird behavior. One of the most interesting descriptions of social
control by voice is that given for the bush tit (Psaltriparus minimus)
by Joseph.. Grinnell.(l) A condensed reoapitualation of his article
follows. Underlined parts indicate direct quotation.

For three-fourths of the year bush tits forage in loiter-
ing companies of about twenty individuals scattered through
several clumps of brush. Each individual continually utters a
faint but characteristic location note, a note of all's well
which indicates safety nd also the whereabouts of the main body
to the strag ers, and each Individual to anZ other.

At times the flocks move faster* The location notes are
pronounced loude~r and interlarded with a shrill quavering note.
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The faster they nove, the louder the notes. If an individual lags
behind out of hearing he may stop, display nervousness, and start
the last-mentioned note* reiorced into a regular cry. The band
usually hears and responds with sdmilar cries. The individual goes
off to join the band with evident reliefs

A flock of bush tits is foraging with the usual medley of
location notes.- A sharp-shinned hawk, known to prey on bush tits,
appears. Suddenly one or two birds utter several of the sharp
alarm notes and then begind a shrill quaveri This Is
taken up by the whole- floek util there. is a cont.inous monotnu
chorus. Tis confusion chorus re-iders an individual bird exceed-
ingly difficultto locate. Itcontinues until danger is passed.
Large non-enemy birds (e.gs,Buteos) and.mammals seldom evoke the
confusion ohorus. The appearance of a dog among the bush tits may
cause sharp repetitionof the simple location nQte very much aug-
mented i volu Then, ater a moment's intense inspection, the
flock will continue its normal activities. The bush tits thus seem
to be able to distinguish their real enemies.

When the flocks pair to breed, March to May, the same notes are
used between the mates. They express about the same meanin as

yerIu often hav-e to do with the nest and
thelung*There Is no vestige of a distinctive Springsog

In summary, each of the following five notes is perfeotly dis-
tinot and sinifies to me some partioular and easily reooeizable
stateo mn o e rs in eso

1. Faint, single syllable, uttered in regular succession while
undisturbed foraging (teit, tsits tsit; tait)*

2. One to five simple notes, louder, followed by shrill, quaver-
ing note of longer duration. Uttered by members of rapidly
moving flock when not intently feeding (tait tbait, bait,
8ore-e-e-es tsitj scre-e-e-e).

3. Same as the last with more volume and emphasis. Uttered by
individuals separated from the flock (tsitt', tsit', sore-e-e')e

4. Same quality as number one but greatly intensified. Uttered
by parent when nest is disturbed and by a few certain indivi-
duals in a flock upon first appearance of an enemy (tsittli

5. Shrill quavering trill chanted in continuous monotone by all
members ot flock. Confusion chorus uttered only in presence of
small hawk enemies (sore-e-e-e, etc.).

With a few hours of instruction anyone can learn these bush tit
notes and confirm Dr. Grinnell's observations. The writer did this and
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very soon had the experience of being able to visualize quite precisely
what was taking place in. the bush tit flock while merely sitting at the
edge of the path with his ears. open,. When the hawk-alarm-note was
given, he automatioaly looked skyward to see the approaching enemy. It
is inttse.cu ate on the psychological processes involved in
the bush tit and the human head at this moment; however, the example
above is quoted only to demonstrate that birds exercise social controls
(in-the broadest sense) by means of voice. Wallace Craig (2) reports
upon extensive investigation of vocal social control among pigeons. Work-
ing almost exclusively with caged birds he concludes the followings (3)

The uses of the song in social control are so numerous and
so complexly interrelated that a complete list of them could not
be made. I have drawn up the following partial list simply to give
some notion of the diversity of the uses of song.

1. Personal control, as that of the male over his mate.

2. Suggestion; as the nest cell coo quickly brings the mate, the
challenge coo causes the enemy to flee.

Nine other more or less similar uses are listed.

Human language is characterized by the process of symbolization.
.This term is variously understood by different workers in psychology and
linguistics. It is here used to refer broadly to central control of
activities with the aid of more or less permanently learned material.
This process, if present in bird oonmiunication at all, is most probably
very rudimentary in. form. It is on the basis of this distinction that
most students of linguistics exclude animal communication from the def-
inition of language. The distinction is sound; what birds do with their
--voices will not be referred to as language. (4)

Communication and social control in birds is exercised by both
vpice and posture. Postural elements are often formalized (conventional-
ized) to much the same degree as phonetic ones, and they appear to
exercise about the same amount of control. Furthermore, postural and
phonetic elements cro frequently associated in intr'icate systems wherein
they appear to act one upon the other. Some postures are invariably
tied to particular call notes or songs; some are invariably connected
with sile-no.e; some are loosely associated with sounds or silence.
Humm language contains-a certain amount of dependence upon gesture.
The degree to which human language depends upon gesture varies in
accordance with changes in the situation and emotional condition of the
speaker. It also varies from language to language. The same applies
to bird communication.

Variations with change in situation are apt to proceed along obvious
lines (e.g., night calls are not normally associated with postural dis-
plays). Variations with change in emotional. condition are less obvious
but more interesting. The more intense emotional situations in the bird
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world (mating, f'ghting) are apt to be tho foci oi' compler displays;
Ain human language the denotative elements often drop off rapidly in
mating and fighting situations and there is a corresponding increase
in dependence upon connotative elements, gesture, and posture. Dis-
cussing the technique of recording psychiatric interviews to obtain
data which.may be analyzed by non-participating observers, Brody,
Newman, and Redlich make the following cooments (5) "Direct observe_
tion of interviews. As indicated above, inforences about the parti
oipants in an interview are based on'visu1 as well as auditory cues.5
And a little further on the same authors states "The experienced
therapist will not overevaluate auditory cues and underestimate the
importance of non-auditory cues." Complete reliance upon gesture is
a symptom of certain phases of nervous collapse.

Any detailed analysis of avian communication would be obliged to
treat extensively with both the postural and phonetic elements and with
their dynamic interrelationships. The present notes will deal princim
pally with voice, however, for the purpose of simplifying presentation
of the ideas involved.

It is known that some elements of bird vocalization (many mooking.
bird notes,'for example) are learned. Evidence indicates that other
elements are not learned (i.e.,they are instinctive). Of the several
brief experiments carried out to demonstrate this, one of the nicest is
that of Loye Miller. (6) He raised twro linnets in isolation from others
of their kind, subjecting them to canyon wren call notes throughout
infancy and adolescence. This training did not stop the appearance of
linnet call noted and song. Wallae Craig reports that pigeons reared
by foster parents of another species nevertheless retain the song pat-
tern and characteristic gestures of the species to Whiih they belong.
Craig states the following: (7) "The forms of expression in pigeons
are strictly hereditary. They are not learned by imitation (copying).'
On the basis of data presently available it seems that we must conclude
that the various vocalization patterns of different species are influen-
ced to a varying extent by both environmental and hereditary factors.
It remains for future investigation to define the limits of influence
of the two factors.-

In another study, Loye Miller (8) points out that the imitative
olements of the mockingbird's song, though much loss prominent a por-
tion of its vocabulary than hitherto supposed, are more frequently
met with in the breeding season than at any other time of year. He
states that "Amplitude of variation In mosaic pattern is greatest in
the spring months and may sink to the zero mark in winter." (9)
Even outside the family of Mimidae, one finds considerable imitation.
Saunders offers some provocative comments on this subjeots (10)

It has been suggested that the imitations of other species
are inherited by the young bird, but if this is the case-
the acquirement of new imitations is nevertheless quite ra-
pid, as shown by the introduction of' the- Starling into
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America. Although the bird has. been in this country a compar-.
atively short time it imitates the songs of many American species
and does so quite frequently. In fact, the imitation of the Wood
Pewee note is so frequent that it has been suggested that this is
a coincidence*.*. But this seems disproved by the fact that the
European bird has no such note*..* If the Starling ever spreads
west of the range of the Wood Pewee and I wish the West no such
ill luck - it would be interesting to see if it takes the Wood
Powee note with it.(ll)

At the present writing the Starling has been in America slightly more
than a half century and has recently -spread outside of the range of the
Wood Pewee. Ornithologists west of the Rookies should soon be able to
advise us on the retention or disappearance of the note in question.

.it is of course logical that differences in vocalization pattern
should show up where sound forms are most abundant and complex (ite.
the song elements during the breeding season). It is doubtless signifi.
cant that variation is not random within the possible physical limits:
each individual sparrow or mockingbird adheres to one or several song
patterns by which he may be distinguished from all other individuals in
the same community. Likewise, groups of sparrows within a single race
seem to have over-all distinguishing song features which oset them off
into dialect groups. Likewise, it is often possible to recognize song
differences and call note differences as well when comparing several
races within a species. But rarely will the song of any individual be
so aberrant that it cannot be recognized as the song of a given species,
race, or group within a race (dialect group). On the matter of dialect
groups I have the following in a letter from 4. T. Nichols: "The Mary-
land yell-owthroat is a classic example of birds of the same race singing
differently in different localities. However, I believe this is merely
a matter of majorities, the majority in one place singing differently
from the majority in another*" This condition seems to parallel human
speech in which, for some reason, certain elements change readily between
groups, individuals, and chronologically, whereas others resist change.
It would be interesting to investigate whether or not there is, in bird
voc-alzation, some functional difference between the more malleable (song)
and less malleable (call note) elements. The malleable elements appear
to be used largely in connection with reproduction and related functions
such as self-expression; the less malleable in connection with flock
control and related functions such as defense against enemies.

At times bird song is more loosely constructed end more widely di-
vergent from the patterns characteristic for the species. This- condition
prevails in early Spring, prior to breeding, and in late Fall, subsequent
to breeding. Songs recorded at these times are variously described by
naturalists as experimental, abortive, rudimentary, vestigial, or disor-
ganized. In the Spring they come from any pre-breeding birds. It is
considered by some ornithologists that the disorganized Fall songs are
mainly the product of young birds, but Saunders comments (in a letter)
that `Adults sing in this way in fall, or late summer, also." In the
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pro-breeding song period we may have a parallel to the. common linguistoi
non.conformanoe of children.- The siguific-ance, of experimental song in
birds has hardly been investigated and much interest attaches thereto.
To what extent are adult song pattern peculiarities learned in the ex-
porimental puriod? During the full song breeding pariod both inter-
and intra-specific competition (for, territory defense and mate selection)
are at a peak. In the non-breeding period flock cooperation necessity
(migration end winter soraging) is at its peaks. To what extent do these
factors influence the song pattern? Is therea premium placed on indi-
vidual reoognition during the period of mating?

In some bird species (not all) thorere e numerous differences between
the vocalizations of males and females. The principal difference is that
the males sing and the femalos do not. This rule is not absolute#
but rather general. There are also somo differences in call notes between
yales and feinales, i-n the black duckl (Anas rubripes), for example. It

would appear that one major difference beween male and female human
language is a matter of voice tone. Formal differences do exist in may
languages9 however* A well kown. example of this occurs in Yana, a
native California Indian language(l21). This analogy is more tenuous
than some others, but investigation might prove fruitful.

The vocal communication system of any bird spoeies is a collection
of patterns in which the processes of differentiation and normalization
both appear to be taking place. Unfortunately we. do not have historical
data which would indicate the directions and rate of change. Bird sound
text has not been collected over a period of time with a view to describing
this condition. However, a oomparison of the calls and songs of ielated
groups strongly suggests the existence of developmental processes for which
direct evidence is lacking. J.T. Niohols (12a) makes the follewing comnents:

There seems to have been an evolutiQnary tendency for notes
of less importance to rise into protainence and replace notes of
a preceding group as the diagnostic flight note of the various
spe ekes.

The analogy between dissimilar notes and lack of analogy be-
tween certain evidently homologous notes of related species,
implies that. these oalls are not stereotyped for each, but
in a process of change allied to that of human language*..
ItAs -my hypothesis that there is a more or less definite
,evolutionary tendency for lesser calls to replace the flight
note, which becomes still louder and.more far reaching as it
1oses particular value and becomes less frequent.

Examples from the calls and postures of the Icteridae reinorce
the view that changes are in progress, at least with respect to note form.
The Brewer blackbird deliveres a mating eong which is a wheezy spasm of
notes lasting about one second. The oowbird does somewhat better; the
song lasts longer and each delivery qan be distinguished, with a little
practice, as coming from a particular bird. The red-winged blackbird,
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another member of the same family, does even better, the mating song
being complicated into a mellifluous collection of whistled notes and
buzzing sounds definitely individual in nature end fulfilling all the
requirements of a true song in both the functional and formal conceptions
thereof. All three songs have some rhythm and timbre. which mark them
as being products of related birds. Perhaps more to the point, they are
all invariably deliveredin conjunction with a formal posture which is
very much the sames in eaeh species end which lends weight to the impression
of their homoloor. This would appear to bhe a case of phonetio evolution.
It is possible that this, phonetic evolution is tied to some change in
the signifioance of the calls from a imple mate stimulus display on
the part of the cowbird to mate stimulus plus territory defense on the
part of the red-winged blackbird. The breeding habits of these birds
are very different, the former being parasitic and the latter develop-
ing oolonial and semi-oolonial nesting habits.' I am inl ined to be-
lieve, however, that this evolution takes place independently of' ob-
vious functional demands and under the influence of some phenomenon
which has thus far been referred to vaguely as self-expression, unoon-
ditioned plus conditioned response, esthetic sense, or what not. This
notion is reinforced by the example of the eastern end western meadowlarks.
These two,. species (very closely related and indistinguishable in the field
on the basis of morphological characters) have very similar life habits
and functionally equivalent songs which are, nevertheless, so completely
different in form that, the beginning student will have difficulty In
believing that they derive from related species.

Differences in the application of a given note (i.ce its signif-
icance, or, perhaps better, situational context) have particular inter-
est in understanding symbolic behaviour. Grinnell explained that notes
which are used in bush tit flock. control during the non~breeding period
are applied to nesting situations with little (nonethe less some) shift
in signifioance. On the basis of a comparison between groups of shore
birds, JJT. Nichols sets up the hypothesis of an evolutionary shift in
the signifioance of lesser calls which move into a position of diagostio
£l1 ..notes in a per-lo I believe, but have not yet bea'able
to demonstrate, that the signification of crow calls varies greatly both
chronologically and geographioally. This would explain why some writers
have confidently classified orow calls (13) with respect to signification,
whereas others (14) have failed to discover any signifioation in them.
My own experience in imitating crow calls (at firet with hunting, later
with scientific interest) convinces me that differential significance does
attach to their numerous vocal forms, much the same as in the tits and
shorebirds described by Grinnell and Nichols.

Many animal groups other than birds establish social controls by
means of sound, both vocal (amphibia) and mechanical (insects). Among
the insects sound patterns are developed to a surprising degree of oom-
plexity. It is of interest that me group of largely diurnal silent
insects (the spiders) utilizes highly complex postural (dance sequence)
social controls; one group of largely nocturnal silent insects (the moths)
has developed remarkable olfactory controls.
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Some mention should also. be. made of the nonivocali sounds which
birds produce for purposesi of sociao'contrbl. Coln expa.are; the
wing clapping of pigeons, the wing twittering, snappihg, and drumming.
of woodeooksd.huming birds,, and" grouse. Even more interesting are the
drumming actions of woodpeckers -which exhibit patterns of bound, dia-
tinguiehable from species to. pecies m=ch like the Mocal products of the
song birds. IIn general- it appars that the yolio lus of mechanic-
ally produced sounds areaboutequivalent 1to those produced in the syrinx.
A series of-neat aMlogies could be advancedbringing up the s-ub3ect
of native drum comnication. intion might alwo be made of the use ok
chimes, bells, 'irens, etc. in modern human eommxiicationv and' social.
control.

Although. numerous. gregarious mammls (Canidae, Urigulatee) exercise
some social control vocally# they do not appear to: u-e highly' structured
form; these a most obviouely lacking in the area of direct Inter-indiv-
idual relations. It' may be that reduction of the importance of the olfact-
oZ7. iX both man and birds is a correlate (possibly causal) to their in
creased dependence upon optic and audtitory systenis of comnication. Re-
duction of the olfactory may, in its turn, stem from the highly' mobile
open air, diurnal axietenoe which characterizes men and birdS. 'Most
malmi~ls, by Gomaprisoti, lead a more closed in, foseorial' and/or nocturnal
e.istente. Those mammalewho-se survival is dependent upon speedof
movementandM group organiaation (Canidae, Unglatei) exhibit more than
average reliance upon optic or auditory Stimuli. But none of the
so-called lower mammals appear to depend for survival upon social pro-
cedures as, complet and as rapidly executed as the flock movements, and
t.er±itorial breeding arrangements- of numerous bird species'.

Viewed inS the aggregate, the ~various conditions mentioned above
create the imression of a resemblance bet*een human'and bird coun-
icat~ion' ;eydrwhteb. These8 remiblances 'my represent mechanical and rel-
atiVery supetficial analogies rather than' homologous delopments. Inh
view of the enormous phylogerietic and ptr gholgical hiatus between the
two groups, such a conclusion mi*ght be accepted almost withiut question.
.In nr opin.on the interest of the problem- is precisely here If linguist-
ic evolution takes place along paralIel lines tn these:~widely separated
gro6aps it may proVt to be controlled by laws ot very general application.
Investigation o! a convergence of this sort may throw sOme light on'
the widespread biolotcal phenomen of normaliza-tion--and- differentiation.
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-FdOTNOTES

(1) Grinnell, 1903.

(2) Craig, 1989, 1909; 1911.

(3) Ibid.1 1908, p. 99.

(4) The term corrmunication, as used here. is dofined to include
those aspects of bird noisc which would reasonably come under
the hoading of self-expression.

(5) Brody, Newman, and Redlich, 1951, p.. 379.

(6) Miller, 1950.

(7) Craig, 190l,p. 30.
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